Know Your Supplier (KYS)

Mitigate your risk when selecting suppliers

How your business benefits from KYS and raises your reliability
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cheap does not always represent the best value for money. If the quality of your suppliers product or
service is poor, you may incur extra costs for returns and replacements, and risk losing business with any
delays that result. Avoid such things in advance and have a sharp KYS system or tool implemented to really
understand your suppliers and how they may be involved in businesses or behavior which will also affect
your business and reputation. Understand what KYS stands for and how you can take action with a few
simple steps to protect your business and customers, stay compliant and gain trust. After finishing this
document, you will have a good understanding of what is and how to implement a "Know Your Supplier"
system.

"Serious supplier-customer relationships are built on trust"
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Briefing

Know Your Supplier
KYS can also be called SRM (Supplier Risk Management). It is simply said to get to know your supplier
more in depth. His financial health, certificates, his customers and even sub-contractors.

Anti Money Laundering
Money laundering is the process used to disguise the source of money or assets derived from criminal
activity. Profit-motivated crimes span a variety of illegal activities from drug trafficking and smuggling
to fraud, extortion and corruption. The scope of criminal proceeds is significant - estimated at some
$590 billion to $1.5 trillion worldwide each year.
Sanctions and terrorism financing
Its primary purpose is to disguise the ultimate use of the funds, as opposed to their origin. It may
involve relatively small sums of money, which can have a huge impact in terms of death, destruction
and disruption. Although terrorists may finance their activities through crime, legitimate funds can also
be misappropriated to finance terrorism. Sanctions against companies, countries or individuals need to
be observed on a regular basis.
Ethic and Environment
The unconditional worst forms of child labour, which are defined as slavery, trafficking, debt bondage
and other forms of forced labour, forced recruitment of children for use in armed conflict. Labour
performed by a child who is under the minimum age specified for that kind of work. Slavery in general
forced to work – through coercion, or mental or physical threat; owned or controlled through mental or
physical abuse or the threat of abuse. Dehumanized, treated as a commodity or bought and sold as
property. Physically constrained or have restrictions placed on their freedom of movement. Consuming
natural resources, such as materials, energy fuels, land, water, etc. at a sustainable rate. Some
resources are more abundant than others and therefore a need to consider material scarcity, the
damage to environment from extraction of these materials.

Business Continuity Management
BCM is a holistic management process that identifies potential threats to an organization as well as the
impacts to business operations those threats, if realized, might cause, and which provides a framework
for building organizational resilience with the capability of an effective response that safeguards the
interests of its key stakeholders, reputation, brand and value-creating activities. A threat can be, e.g., a
cyber attack, flood, fire or on the supplier site.

Deep dive
Did you know? Since 2017 France has a law in place to do background checks on suppliers. Germany is still in
discussion to implement such a law. In the USA, some states e.g. California, have such laws in place. KYS is
not to bother your suppliers, if they have nothing to hide, they will do all of these checks. Some checks you
have to do in advance when planning to do business with them: AML, terrorism financing, ethical and
environmental and financial health checks should be done from your side or more comfortably, you can send
your supplier a questionnaire additionally to your own checks. For example, the EU commission provides
sanction files for free on their website. There you can do research on names and companies. Know you
supplier also includes an incremental effort either half yearly or yearly where the same information provided by
the supplier is re-verified or re-validated, some of the information is updated and annual risk assessments are
also done.

40%

of companies
don´t have a clear strategy for their
Procurement (including KYS)

Solution statement
Know your supplier generally starts with the following steps:
Supplier registration - either manually by asking them to fill in forms or through an online
portal.
In this process, the information generally sought after is the complete company
information including registration details, financial information including Tax ID wherever
applicable, information related to employees and top management, capabilities of the
supplier in terms of both financial as well as services/manufacturing, etc.
Some additional details are also sought after which includes credit ratings, quality
certifications and overall risk profile of the supplier.
After the registration is complete, different sections are evaluated by different teams
within a particular organization. Some of the information is also independently verified and
validated, after which a decision is taken on qualifying the supplier to move ahead.
A complete risk assessment is also done for the suppliers to make sure that they do have
a Business Continuity Plan in case of any unforeseen circumstances.
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The above is a high level overview and there could be some additional steps involved depending on the
nature of business of the supplier as well as that of the company evaluating them.

"To survive in the
heterogeneous volatile
market, an effective
supplier selection method is
highly required for any
company."

Exemplified
Would you pay in advance for goods from a supplier that you have just found searching through the Internet and
you never heard of before? That's why first of all you would try to gather information on your supplier´s credibility.
You can try searching opinions of them or ask this new supplier for references.
Anyway knowing your supplier well means of course more than just that it isn't a dodgy institution. Suppliers who
you are dealing with daily or who are providing you with crucial components or services should be more like your
partners who understand that their mistakes, delays, negligence can affect directly your business operations.
Therefore if you have that kind of key suppliers we recommend you to invite them to your site and show what is
your business about and what part of it is dependent on quality goods and services they are providing to you. You
might be surprised that some of them might even suggest ideas for improvement (change of material for
packaging, tools or machines which saves operators time, etc.).
Ideally you should also visit your supplier´s plants, offices, etc.. That's a bit like your individual audit. It can also
give you some ideas on extending cooperation if you are interested in it. In the corporate world, also "corporate
responsibility" is an important issue as you don't want a PR of a company cooperating with suppliers who are
involved in scandals like exploiting employees, environmental pollution, etc.

The difference between a positive
headline and a negative one, can
trace back to one-single lapse in
internal/external supply chain
processes."

In a fast-changing world,
reliability is crucial

"Nowadays, the
purchasing of goods is
more global than ever.
Even if you think you are
doing business just with
your home market, do you
really know where all your
suppliers are involved
with?"

"With the proper blending of effective
supplier selection and creating a basis for
supplier relationship management, working
with the right suppliers isn't difficult."

Conclusion
Procurement is becoming a broad, complex section with many different areas that require specialization. It
is challenging for an "average" buyer to know how to tackle every problem a typical business faces. Often
times, Procurement specialists are often required for specific instances, rather than for day-to-day
business. Businesses will find themselves spending more on ineffective procurement staffs or overall
unproductive purchasing staffs. KYS is crucial for any business and any company size. The focus on how
suppliers do their business is getting more attention and governments will gain their interest in such. For
your own compliance and to protect your employees, company and also suppliers, implement such checks.
In case of a lack of time or staff, think about outsourcing these topics and never get "hurt" by an audit.
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